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1 A problem representation is deﬁned as a ‘‘cognitive s
given problem which is constructed by the problem s
related knowledge and its organization” [1].a b s t r a c t
Cognitive studies reveal that less-than-expert clinicians are less able to recognize meaningful patterns of
data in clinical narratives. Accordingly, psychiatric residents early in training fail to attend to information
that is relevant to diagnosis and the assessment of dangerousness. This manuscript presents cognitively
motivated methodology for the simulation of expert ability to organize relevant ﬁndings supporting
intermediate diagnostic hypotheses. Latent Semantic Analysis is used to generate a semantic space from
which meaningful associations between psychiatric terms are derived. Diagnostically meaningful clusters
are modeled as geometric structures within this space and compared to elements of psychiatric narrative
text using semantic distance measures. A learning algorithm is deﬁned that alters components of these
geometric structures in response to labeled training data. Extraction and classiﬁcation of relevant text
segments is evaluated against expert annotation, with system-rater agreement approximating
rater–rater agreement. A range of biomedical informatics applications for these methods are suggested.
 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
1.1. Perception, comprehension and the nature of expertise
The ability to rapidly perceive the features of a problem that are
most pertinent to its solution is a hallmark of expertise across do-
mains [1]. For example, expert chess players are distinguished by
their ability to recognize and reconstruct strategically meaningful
conﬁgurations of chess pieces [2,3]. This expert ability to recognize
meaningful patterns has been demonstrated in perceptual diagno-
sis in medicine in the visually oriented domains of dermatology [4]
and radiology [5]. In narrative problems, comprehension is the
verbal analogue of perception in visual problems [6]. Expert
physicians are better able to recognize diagnostically relevant
patterns of symptoms in clinical narrative [7], a ﬁnding that is
analogous to the enhanced perception of experts in visual domains.
The representation of information at a deeper more principled
level is another general characteristic of expertise [4]. In a classic
study of problem representation1 in the domain of physics problemll rights reserved.
tructure corresponding to the
olver on the basis of domain-solving, it was found that undergraduate students who had just com-
pleted a course in mechanics tended to categorize problems in terms
of surface features (for example ‘‘rotational things”), while experi-
enced graduate students categorized problems in terms of underlying
principles of mechanics (such as the principle of conservation of
energy) [8]. The ﬁnding that more experienced problem solvers
represent problems at higher levels of abstraction has been repli-
cated in a broad range of domains including mathematics [9] and
football strategy [10].
This difference in problem representation is also evident in the
domain of clinical diagnosis [11]. Evans and Gadd [12] have devel-
oped an epistemological framework (Fig. 1) which characterizes
medical knowledge, and has been used to distinguish between
the different levels at which knowledge represented in the process
of clinical problem solving [11,13]. In this framework, the facet le-
vel contains clusters of ﬁndings grouped into categories that are
diagnostically relevant, but not sufﬁcient to constitute a diagnosis.
For example, congestive cardiac failure is linked to a number of
ﬁndings including shortness of breath and an enlarged liver. How-
ever, it is not in itself diagnostic as it can be the consequence of
several causes. Expert diagnosticians are distinguished by their
ability to generate facet-level hypotheses [14]. In their inﬂuential
research on human problem-solving, Newell and Simon character-
ized the cognitive processes that underlie problem solving as a
search through a problem space containing all possible problem
Fig. 1. An epistemological framework for the organization of medical knowledge, with examples for psychiatry.
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partitions this problem space. Rather than searching exhaustively
through every diagnostic possibility, experts narrow down on a
subset of related diagnostic possibilities such as, for example, the
causes of congestive cardiac failure. Facet-level hypotheses have
a bridging effect, connecting clusters of clinically relevant ﬁndings
to speciﬁc diagnoses. Expert diagnosticians generate facet-level
hypotheses early, leading to a selective focus on diagnostically
important ﬁndings. Inexperienced clinicians tend to generate
speciﬁc diagnoses prematurely, and have difﬁculty distinguishing
relevant from irrelevant information. These ﬁndings suggest that
less-than-experts lack the prerequisite facet-level knowledge
structures [16].
1.2. Expert-novice differences in psychiatric clinical comprehension
These differences in knowledge representation are evident in
the differences between expert and novice interpretation of clinical
narrative in psychiatry, a prime example of a highly verbal domain.
Sharda and his colleagues investigate the effects of expertise on the
comprehension of psychiatric narrative [17]. This research was
motivated by the need to determine design criteria for electronic
medical records (EMR) in psychiatry. The technique of proposi-
tional analysis was applied to think-aloud protocols of expert
and novice psychiatrists as they read clinical narrative, revealing
differences between expert and novice practitioners that are con-
sistent with research in other medical domains. Speciﬁcally, differ-
ences were found in selectivity of recall and accuracy of inference,
and can be summarized as follows. First, non-experts were less
able to distinguish relevant from irrelevant information. Despite
recalling similar quantities of information, non-expert practitio-
ners failed to recall key facts that were recalled by experts.2 These
facts included important diagnostic information. For example, non-
expert clinicians failed to recall the signs ‘‘racing thoughts” and
the symptom ‘‘shopping frequently”, both textbook indicators of a
manic episode. In addition, non-experts failed to recall information
related to the assessment of dangerousness,such as the ﬁnding that
a particular patient was experiencing command auditory hallucina-
tions to kill herself and her husband. In addition, inferences made by
non-expert subjects were less accurate. Expert subjects were more
precise than non-expert subjects both in their use of language and
in the accuracy of inferences drawn. On occasion, non-expert sub-
jects would reach correct conclusions using faulty reasoning. For
example, one subject drew the conclusion that a patient was para-
noid from the fact that this patient had denied experiencing a psy-
chotic episode though such a denial is not useful (without
additional information) in determining the presence or absence of2 In the cognitive analysis of comprehension, ‘‘recall” is deﬁned as information
drawn directly or verbatim from the text. It is not related to recollection, as the
subject is reading the text while the think-aloud protocol is being recorded.psychosis (this is similar to inferring that someone is lying because
they denied lying when asked).
1.3. Computer-enhanced clinical comprehension
Manually restructuring the discharge summaries according to
expert determination of relevance resulted in novice practitioners
making more inferences from relevant material. The authors note
that this has implications for the design of electronic medical re-
cord (EMR) interfaces. It has been shown that such interfaces can
affect knowledge organization and reasoning [18], and as such
can be considered cognitive artifacts, deﬁned by Norman as ‘‘those
artiﬁcial devices that maintain, display, or operate upon informa-
tion in order to serve a representational function and that affect
human cognitive performance [19]. Paper records can also be con-
sidered as cognitive artifacts. However, because of their dynamic
nature, electronic medical records have the potential to present
information in a manner that affects human cognitive performance
positively. Manually, restructuring discharge summaries was
shown to support expert-like comprehension in non-expert sub-
jects by focusing the attention of non-expert subjects on relevant
aspects of the narrative case history. An EMR interface could en-
hance non-expert comprehension in similar ways.
In order to support the design of such an interface, it is neces-
sary to simulate expert psychiatrists’ ability to distinguish relevant
from irrelevant information in a narrative text. This is not a trivial
task. As we have described above, the selective perception of a do-
main expert is supported by knowledge structures. In the task do-
main of clinical comprehension, the facet level of knowledge
organization supports expert performance by clustering together
meaningful patterns of symptoms and partitioning the problem
space to support problem solving. In this context, ‘‘relevant” infor-
mation can be deﬁned as those elements of the narrative text that
support the generation of meaningful facet-level hypotheses. The
research described in this manuscript concerns the simulation of
this aspect of expert comprehension: the recognition of meaning-
ful associations between text elements and facet-level knowledge
structures.2. Background
2.1. Methodological implications of psychiatric clinical narrative
Psychiatric discharge summaries contain large amounts of nar-
rative text. Consequently, a system that recognizes facet-ﬁnding
associations will require natural language processing (NLP). NLP
systems that capitalize on the constraints of the language of a
particular medical sub-domain have been successful in several
medical applications. For example, the MedLEE system uses a
pre-deﬁned lexicon to classify words into semantic types, which
are then combined to form patterns using a semantic grammar.
3 This is taken as a special case of the problem that people know much more than
ould be possible given the amount of information they have been exposed to, which
the subject of a Platonic dialogue. Plato proposes the transmigration the soul as an
xplanation for this phenomenon.
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chest and has been successfully extended to the clinical sub-do-
mains domains of mammography, clinical discharge summaries,
radiology, electrocardiography, echo-cardiography and pathology
[20]. As the number of acceptable semantic patterns within the
sub-language of a clinical sub-domain is limited, it is possible to
deﬁne, recognize and standardize (in the case of equivalent pat-
terns) many of these patterns, in order to support the accurate
extraction of entities and their relations from clinical narrative.
Previous research suggests such an approach may be well-suited
to the language of clinical psychiatry, such as psychiatric terms
describing treatment options and diagnoses [21].
However, much of the language used in psychiatric discharge
summaries covers broad conceptual territory, and as such would
be difﬁcult to deﬁne exhaustively in a semantic lexicon. Unlike
the focused, medically oriented data capture that characterizes
clinical record keeping in many other medical specialties, psychiat-
ric narrative documents the psychosocial aspects of illness. This re-
quires the inclusion of the patient’s perspective, as well as that of
the patient’s family, friends and associates. In addition, much psy-
chiatric symptomatology is recognized by the interaction between
patients and their surroundings. Consequently, a system that is to
categorize psychiatric narrative accurately requires a degree of
world knowledge. To take an extreme example, suicidal behavior
often involves a broad variety of apparently innocuous everyday
objects such as bridges, trafﬁc and paper scissors. In addition to
the prominence of such real-world objects in psychiatric narrative,
the recorded subjective experiences of psychiatric patients may
contain objects that do not exist in the world, such as aliens and
magical creatures. The broad conceptual territory spanned by psy-
chiatric narrative, and the unconstrained nature of the language
used to describe this territory suggest that the accurate extraction
of information from psychiatric narrative requires a method that is
able to recognize as relevant terms that have not been predeﬁned
in a lexicon. In the section that follows we present Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA), a method that learns to make meaningful assess-
ments of the similarity between terms automatically from large
volumes of free text.
2.2. Latent semantic analysis
LSA is a corpus-based computational method that estimates
semantic similarity between words and documents from their con-
textual usage statistics [22]. LSA’s assessment of word–word simi-
larity has been shown to approximate human judgment [23].
While LSA originated as an information-retrieval method [24],
LSA and related methods such as Burgess and Lund’s Hyperspace
Analogue for Language (HAL) [25] have been the subject of consid-
erable research within the cognitive science community on ac-
count of their ability to simulate aspects of human cognition. LSA
in particular has been adopted by Walter Kintsch and his col-
leagues as a method to investigate human comprehension. It has
been used to simulate metaphor comprehension [26] and the res-
olution of ambiguous terms in context [27]. It has also been pro-
posed as a candidate mechanism for the simulation of associative
links to retrieval structures in long-term memory [28].
A detailed account of the methodology of LSA is beyond the
scope of this manuscript. A brief account will be provided here.
Additional details are provided in Landeaur and colleagues’ intro-
duction the method [23]. LSA derives its measures of conceptual
similarity from co-occurrence statistics. The ﬁrst step in the com-
putation of LSA is the derivation of a term-document matrix where
each term t from a corpus of n documents is represented as a row
in the (t by n) matrix. For each document, (1. . .n) a column con-
tains a count of the number of times the term t occurred in this
document. LSA is usually used with a large corpus containing manyterms and documents. For example, the corpus used for the re-
search described in this research resulted in a matrix containing
177,015 unique words spread over 50,028 documents. A stop list
may be used to eliminate commonly occurring words (for example
if, and but) that occur in similar proportions across the document
set. In addition, a weighting scheme is frequently used to increase
the signiﬁcance of words that occur focally in the corpus. The ini-
tial term-document matrix is large and sparse. However, these
dimensions are substantially reduced using a technique of linear
algebra, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [29,30]. SVD can be
viewed as a multidimensional analogue of ﬁnding the approximate
best ﬁt line to points on a plane: a reduced-dimensional represen-
tation that best preserves the variance in the original data is gen-
erated. It has been determined empirically that reducing the
matrix to between 150 and 300 dimensions results in the best
approximation of human similarity judgments [23], although this
may vary from task to task. The reduced-dimensional matrix can
be viewed as a semantic space, in which each word is represented
as a vector. Documents are represented as the vector average of
their component words, without regard for word order. In this
way, the word–word and word–document distances in the space
can be calculated using elementary techniques of linear algebra.
The normalized scalar product, or cosine value, is frequently used
as a measure of similarity (or closeness) between word or docu-
ment vectors, as it returns an intuitively interpretable value be-
tween 1 and 1.
LSA has been shown to approximate human judgment of
semantic similarity. Its score on the Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) synonym test, in which the ‘most similar’ word
to a test word must be selected from a choice of four possibilities,
was comparable to the average for second-language English-speak-
ing college applicants. Landauer and Dumais used LSA to simulate
the rate of human vocabulary acquisition, proposing that LSA pro-
vides a ‘‘solution to Plato’s problem” [23]. ‘‘Plato’s problem” here
refers to the fact that children’s vocabulary expands at a far greater
rate than experimental data predicts, given the amount of informa-
tion they are exposed to as text.3 Landauer and Dumais proposed
that the rapid expansion of children’s vocabulary was facilitated by
an indirect learning mechanism. According to this hypothesis,
knowledge of a particular target word can be improved by reading
a passage that does not contain it, if the passage contains other
words that are associated with the target word. This process was
simulated by controlling the frequency with which TOEFL test target
words were present in the text LSA was exposed to. A score for TOE-
FL synonym test accuracy that took into account LSA’s associations
between the correct and incorrect answers and the cue term was de-
ﬁned. Measured using this score, LSA’s performance improved at a
rate that approximates the rate of human vocabulary acquisition, gi-
ven similar amounts of text exposure. In addition, LSA has been used
to automatically grade content-based essays. A semantic space is
created from the required content, and a score derived from hu-
man-assigned grades of a small set of neighboring graded essays
within this space. A meta-analysis of several essay studies showed
the correlation of LSA with average of grader scores to be close to
the correlation of two graders with each other (Spearman rs = 0.64
and 0.65, respectively) [31].
The ﬁndings discussed in the previous section are drawn from a
substantial body of literature that documents LSA research that is
cognitively motivated. A parallel body of literature exists in which
LSA is used to improve the accuracy of information retrieval. In this
context, it is usually referred to as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).sh
is
e
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ment classiﬁcation using whatever means are necessary, including
the introduction of methods supported by human-curated artifacts
such as controlled terminologies. In contrast, the cognitive tradi-
tion of Latent Semantic Analysis research tends to explore the lim-
its and implications of what can be achieved using only the
knowledge that the system is able to acquire. In addition the focus
is more often on associations between terms than on classiﬁcation
of documents. As our research is rooted in this cognitive tradition
of LSA research we will not discuss the use of LSI for document re-
trieval and indexing.
2.2.1. LSA and dangerousness in psychiatry
The ability of LSA to draw meaningful associations between
terms and passages has been evaluated in the domain of psychia-
try. Cohen and his colleagues evaluate the ability of LSA to make
human-like judgments about narrative content related to the po-
tential dangerousness of psychiatric patients [32]. LSA is shown
to derive meaningful associations between concepts relevant to
the assessment of the dangerousness of psychiatric patients. In
addition, an evaluation of the correlation between an LSA-derived
measure of the ‘‘dangerousness” of the content of discharge sum-
maries and human-assigned scores is documented. Correlation be-
tween human- and computer-assigned dangerousness grades was
assessed using the Spearman test with rs = 0.41 for ‘danger to self’
score and rs = 0.55 for ‘danger to others’ score (p < 0.0001 in both
cases). This correlation exceeds published estimates of the correla-
tion between psychiatrists for the assignment of scores for danger-
ousness to self (0.32) and others (0.44) [33]. However, the
inconsistent nature of human evaluation of potential dangerous-
ness limits the usefulness of this automated scoring system.
2.2.2. Other models of semantic similarity
A variety of alternatives to LSA exist to determine an automated
measure of semantic similarity. These include probabilistic models
of meaning [34,35] models derived from WordNet [36] and meth-
ods that draw on the information contained in Roget’s thesaurus
[37]. Other methods restrict their assessment of semantic similar-
ity to particular word classes such as adjectives [38] or verbs [39].
Pederson and his colleagues present a formal evaluation of six dif-
ferent methods of assessing semantic similarity [40]. The context
vector method, a method based on Schutze’s Wordspace [41],
which is in turn based on LSA, had the closest correlation with both
physician (n = 3) and medical coder (n = 9) assessment of related-
ness between SNOMED-CT term pairs, outperforming several
ontology-dependent measures. The best correlation between con-
text-vectors and human evaluation was obtained by generating
context vectors based on the ‘‘impression-plan” section of a corpus
of clinical notes, with an average human-grader correlation of 0.76.
Of these methods, LSA is the best established as a method for cog-
nitive research related to comprehension [42]. LSA is inclusive,
encompassing the semantic relations detected by WordNet-based
methods and the part-of-speech speciﬁc relations detected by fo-
cused methods, in addition to recognizing other associative rela-
tions. Furthermore, tools such as GTP [43] and Infomap-NLP [44]
that perform LSA are available freely for academic use.
The subsequent sections will describe the design and evaluation
of an automated system that simulates an important aspect of ex-
pert clinical comprehension: the ability to construct sub-diagnos-
tic or facet-level hypotheses from elements of a clinical narrative.
This research has been motivated by the ﬁnding that non-expert
clinicians have difﬁculty aggregating clinical ﬁndings in this way,
leading to poorly-supported diagnostic hypotheses, as well as fail-
ure to attend to information in the narrative that has been judged
by experts to be of diagnostic and prognostic importance. A system
that is able to simulate this process could support expert-like per-formance in non-experts by assisting with the recognition of these
clinically important patterns. As psychiatric clinical narrative is
unconstrained in nature, the system employs LSA to recognize
associations between text contained in psychiatric discharge sum-
maries and a set of predetermined facet-level hypotheses. How-
ever, signiﬁcant methodological innovation was required to
approximate expert performance in this task.
2.3. Further methodological considerations
While the limited availability of de-identiﬁed clinical narrative
is a general problem in medical language processing research,
there are some speciﬁc implications for the study of psychiatric
narrative. We have mentioned previously that the range of con-
cepts contained in psychiatric narrative would be difﬁcult to deﬁne
exhaustively in a semantic lexicon. Given a much larger set of dis-
charge summaries, it is possible that the relevant semantic rela-
tionships could be learned from a corpus consisting exclusively
of clinical records. However, with a small sample set this is extre-
mely unlikely. Consequently, while the problem of connecting text
segments to facet models may superﬁcially resemble a conven-
tional text categorization problem, it is distinguished by the need
to draw on additional semantic knowledge. In this case, the seman-
tic associations required to accurately categorize these segments
are derived by necessity from a separate, unannotated text corpus.
This problem is further removed from the main stream of text cat-
egorization research, which tends to focus on entire documents, by
the size of the segments to be categorized, which in our case most
often consist of short phrases. These unique features of the prob-
lem we are addressing distinguish it from the general problem of
text categorization, and suggest the need for methodological inno-
vation despite the range of machine learning methods that have
been previously employed to categorize documents within a self-
contained collection.
2.4. Dimensions of thought: Gardenfors’ argument for spatial
representations
Modeling mental representations is a fundamental concern of
cognitive science. In this application, the knowledge representa-
tions of expert psychiatrists have been modeled within a semantic
space. Elements of these representations exist as vectors in space,
and a distance metric is used to determine the associative strength
between these elements and other elements found in psychiatric
discharge summaries. Swedish cognitive scientist Peter Gardenfors
presents an eloquent argument for the position of such spatial
models of representation [45]. Gardenfors distinguishes the two
dominant approaches used to model representations. The symbolic
model of mind approach views cognition as computation which
consists of the manipulation of abstract symbols, as exempliﬁed
by the mathematical formula. The associationist approach models
representation using associations of different strengths between
elements of a network. In addition to these established approaches,
Gardenfors presents a compelling argument for a third, intermedi-
ate model of representation, the Conceptual Space, in which geo-
metric structures are created within a set of deﬁned quality
dimensions. Gardenfors argues that geometric models are better
able to explain cognitive processes such as categorization of con-
cepts (for example, the determination that a penguin is a bird, or
in our case that a delusion is sign of psychosis) in which similarity
plays an important role. Gardenfors’ argument is directly related to
the computational aspect of this work. The symbolic level of repre-
sentation underlies grammar-based natural language processing
methods, as language is perceived by such systems as strings of
symbols that can be processed according sets of grammatical rules.
However, when the breadth of the conceptual territory of a given
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likely to be encountered, a ‘‘sub-symbolic” mechanism is required
in order to determine the category of a novel stimulus. Gardenfors’
suggests that this process of categorization is best modeled at the
conceptual level using a low-dimensional space composed of qual-
ity dimensions that are relevant to the particular distinction being
made. In our research, we deﬁne geometric models of diagnosti-
cally relevant concepts at the facet level. Each of these geometric
models is deﬁned as a subspace of the total semantic space, the
dimensions of which are derived from an expert reference model
for each facet. Discharge summary text is categorized as relevant
to a particular facet model according to its position in this low-
dimensional subspace.
3. Methods
3.1. Overview
This research aims to adapt the general method of LSA to the
speciﬁc task of simulating the ability of expert psychiatrists to rec-
ognize facet-ﬁnding associations in clinical text. This task can be
broken down into three subtasks (Fig. 2): (1) creation of a LSA
semantic space that captures meaningful associations between
psychiatric clinical concepts; (2) manually modeling facet-level
knowledge structures in the LSA semantic space using as a basis
combination of expert domain knowledge and the deﬁnitive psy-
chiatric diagnostic reference, the DSM-IV [46]; (3) reﬁning these
knowledge structures to improve the accuracy of their text extrac-
tion against a labeled training corpus. The ﬁrst two tasks require
human input and the third task is performed automatically, using
a learning algorithm. The ﬁnal performance of this system is then
evaluated against an expert-annotated test set.
Some of the methods described in this section differ from those
employed in other LSA research, in which the cosine value between
vectors in the semantic space is generally used to compare terms to
one another. Vectors are combined using vector addition, for
example to combine a set of terms in a query. However, the meth-
ods described here combine vectors in more complex ways, in or-
der to deﬁne facet-level diagnostic categories as regions (or
subspaces) of the total semantic space. Furthermore, once these re-
gions have been deﬁned, learning algorithms are employed suchFig. 2. Overview of system design and evaluation.that their shape is automatically molded to ﬁt a labeled test set.
This spatial model of categorization is motivated by the conceptual
spaces framework, proposed by Peter Gardenfors [45], which pre-
sents geometric models for both human and machine categoriza-
tion. The implementation of these methods owes a great deal to
the work of Dominic Widdows, which provides the mathematical
and algorithmic foundations for this work [52]. In addition, the
predication algorithm, which is described below, was developed
Walter Kintsch [27], a leading proponent of LSA and seminal ﬁgure
in the study of comprehension.
Throughout this implementation we have taken the methodo-
logical approach of using a single term vector to represent each
individual word in the corpus. This approach is consistent with
LSA research in the cognitive tradition [42], as well as the work
of Widdows [51], which supports some of the ways in which we
have combined individual vectors to form more complex concepts.
Furthermore, it is consistent with empirical research on human
text comprehension, which shows that both the contextually rele-
vant and irrelevant senses of a particular term are activated when
it is encountered in a text [54]. This approach eliminates the need
for manual deﬁnition of alternative word senses or the use of hu-
man-created artifacts such as controlled terminologies that may
contain many word senses that are not relevant to our particular
application. While this approach leaves the system exposed to er-
rors caused by terms with more than one meaning, it does not pre-
clude the development of a disambiguation algorithm should this
prove to be a problem [41]. As will be illustrated, it also allows
the system to isolate the relevant sense of a particular term during
the learning process. Throughout our discussion of the implemen-
tation, we will use the phrase ‘‘term vector” to denote a vector that
is derived directly from the representation of a term in the seman-
tic space, and the phrase ‘‘concept vector” to denote a term vector
that has been altered, for example, to eliminate an undesired sense
of a word.
3.2. Creation of the LSA semantic space
3.2.1. Corpus construction
As described previously, a LSA semantic space is derived auto-
matically from a corpus of free text. The corpus for this research
was selected in order to provide coverage of the content domain
of clinical psychiatric narrative, which is broad. Consequently, the
corpus covers broad conceptual territory. The corpus was drawn
from a diverse array of sources, including newspaper articles re-
trieved from the Factiva media database, the digital version of a
psychiatric clinical textbook and the Wikipedia. Table 1 shows
the elements of the corpus, and provides the rationale for each of
their inclusion. The ﬁnal corpus was approximately 30,000,000
words, with roughly twice as much general knowledge as knowl-
edge speciﬁcally related to psychiatry and dangerousness. It was
found empirically that increasing the amount of general knowledge
in the corpus beyond this point had a detrimental effect on the pre-
cision of the associations of psychiatric terms. Conversely, experi-
mental spaces constructed with less world knowledge produced
associations that suggested an inadequate representation of terms
related to everyday human experience. The corpus of training sum-
maries was not included in the corpus, as the inclusion of this rela-
tively small set of domain-speciﬁc documents was shown to
produce spurious associations between terms such as ‘‘mg”, ‘‘doc-
tor” and ‘‘prescribed” that are found frequently in these documents.
3.2.2. Parsing and dimension reduction
The text corpus was segmented into individual ﬁles using a ser-
ies of Perl scripts tailored to recognize patterns that suggested a
change of subject matter for each component of the corpus. For
example, the Perl script to segment text derived from psychiatry
Table 1
Components of the text corpus used to generate the LSA semantic space
Description Rationale Word count
Newspaper and magazine articles related to suicide gathered from the Factiva database Conceptual coverage of suicide in lay terms 1,894,574
Conspiracy theory articles captured from the internet using a web spider Conceptual coverage of paranoia 607,476
Kaplan and Saddocks’ Synopsis of Psychiatry Clinical concepts related to psychiatry 1,096,295
Factiva articles related to violence and substance abuse Coverage of substance-abuse related violence in lay terms 1,051,294
Factiva articles related to violence Coverage of violence in lay terms 1,421,683
Kaplan and Saddocks’ comprehensive textbook of psychiatry Clinical concepts related to psychiatry 2,447,546
A sample of contemporary short stories, freely available online Expanded coverage of concepts related to human emotion 575,482
The initial introductory segment of every article in the Wikipedia General knowledge 21,473,632
30,567,982
LSA learns associations from the distribution of words across documents contained in this corpus, which was selected in order to provide sufﬁcient information to interpret
the broad conceptual territory covered within psychiatric discharge summary narratives.
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ing of the text corpus to create the initial term-document matrix,
and dimension reduction of this matrix to a 303-dimensional ma-
trix was achieved using the General Text Parser (GTP) [43] software
package, developed by Howard, Tang, Berry, and Martin at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee department of computer science. The log/en-
tropy weighting scheme was used. This a common practice in LSA
research, as the log transformation minimizes overﬂow errors,
while the inverse entropy measure maximizes the effect of words
that are focally represented in the corpus. An additional option
was used to normalize frequency counts according to document
length, as the segmentation of text into individual documents
was based on probable subject matter rather than length. In addi-
tion, GTP employs a stop list of 439 commonly occurring non-con-
tent-bearing words, which are excluded from the term-document
matrix. GTP produced a set of 303-dimensional vectors for each of
the 177,015 unique terms encountered in the corpus.
3.2.3. Word–word and nearest neighbor comparisons
In order to maximize the speed of vector-based comparisons,
Java code was created that maintains three data structures mem-
ory. The ﬁrst is the entire 177,015 by 303 matrix of word vectors.
The second is a hash table that indexes the vector for each individ-
ual word. The third is a K-dimensional (KD) tree, a generalization of
the binary tree which has been used to increase the speed of near-
est-neighbor searches on multidimensional vectors in signal pro-
cessing [50]. Word–word comparisons are evaluated using the
scalar product of normalized word vectors.
3.3. Modeling of facet-level knowledge structures
Five facets were selected for simulation, on the basis of their
clinical importance to the task of patient assessment in emergency
psychiatry. They are: (1) Psychosis (2) Mood Disorder (3) Sub-
stance Abuse (4) Violence, and (5) Suicide. The concepts ‘‘Psycho-
sis”, ‘‘Mood Disorder” are typical examples of facet level
diagnostic hypotheses. They both relate to clusters of ﬁndings,
and have diagnostic implications without being deﬁnitively diag-
nostic in their own right. For example, ‘‘psychosis” can occur in
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, psychotic depression and
substance intoxication. ‘‘Substance Abuse” can also be considered
a facet, as many of the DSM-IV diagnoses require the exclusion
of substance abuse as a diagnostic criterion. While ‘‘violence” and
‘‘suicide” are not facets in the diagnostic sense, they are concepts
essential to the evaluation of a patient in emergency psychiatry
and can be modeled in a similar manner.
3.3.1. Prototypical facets
The ﬁrst step in modeling facets within the semantic space was
the deﬁnition of prototype facet models. These were derived fromthe DSM-IV and the knowledge of a domain expert in the ﬁeld of
emergency psychiatry. For example, the original facet for ‘‘manic
episode” (a component of the ‘‘mood disorder” facet) consisted of
the following terms and phrases, which the researcher and a do-
main expert manually derived from the relevant DSM-IV as shown
in Table 2.
3.3.2. Reﬁnement of representation facet model components
Further reﬁnement of the facets was achieved by adjusting the
terms and phrases used in order to minimize the use of multi-word
phrases and to favor context-relevant meanings of particular con-
cepts. This was achieved using the following techniques: (1) ﬁnd-
ing single-word synonyms wherever possible, (2) isolating
relevant word senses using the ‘‘NOT” operator for semantic
spaces, as deﬁned by Widdows [51], and (3) combining words
using Kintsch’s predication algorithm [27]. The ﬁrst technique is
self-explanatory. LSA uses as its basis a term-document matrix, na-
ively splitting multi-word phrases. Consequently terms are more
accurately represented than phrases.
The second technique, an implementation of Widdows’ ‘‘NOT”
operator allows for a more precise deﬁnition of the meaning of a
term with multiple meanings, such as ‘‘pet” which can refer to Pos-
itron Emission Tomography or a house pet, amongst other things.
Words are represented as individual vectors within the semantic
space. However, as words may have more than one meaning in
the corpus, these individual vectors may not exclusively represent
the sense of a givenword that is desired. Rather, they can be consid-
ered to be a mixture of the various pure senses of the word. Wid-
dows draws an intriguing parallel: the observed word can be
viewed as a mixture of pure word states, as the observed electron
in quantum physics will be in a mixed state composed of a series
of pure states [51]. Widdows goes on to formally deﬁne a series
of ‘‘quantum-like” logical operators that function in semantic space.
These include an operator for negation, which is employed to reﬁne
the meaning of speciﬁc facet components within the semantic
space. The negation operator subtracts from a given vector X its pro-
jection onto a vector that represents the undesired meaning Y. This
results in a new vector, which is orthogonal to the vector represent-
ing the undesired meaning. In this way, an undesired meaning can
be removed from a vector representing a particular concept.
A third method used for the reﬁnement of meaning individual
facet elements is the ‘‘predication” algorithm proposed by Kintsch
[27]. The predication algorithm is theoretically motivated by, and
initially stated in terms of Kintsch’s Construction Integration (C-I)
model of text comprehension. The key idea is that the meaning
of a predicate is altered by its argument. To achieve this end, a
predicate-argument pair is modeled by selecting from the k-sized
semantic neighborhood of the predicate those n neighbors that
are closest to the argument. In C-I theory, these concepts would
form a semantically linked network which would be integrated
Table 2
Derivation of the component terms for the facet model for mania
Derived terms and
phrases
DSM-IV criteria
Manic episode (A) A distinct period of abnormally and persistently elevated, expansive or irritable mood, lasting at least 1 week (or any duration if hospital-
ization is necessary)
(B) During the period of mood disturbance, three (or more) of the following symptoms have persisted (four if the mood is only irritable) and
have been present to a signiﬁcant degree:
(1) inﬂated self-esteem or grandiosity
(2) decreased need for sleep (e.g. feels rested after only 3 hours of sleep)
(3) more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking
(4) ﬂight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing
(5) distractibility (i.e. attention too easily drawn to unimportant or irrelevant external stimuli)
(6) increase in goal-directed activity (at work, at school, or sexually) or psychomotor agitation
(7) excessive involvement in pleasurable activities that have a high potential for painful consequences (eg engaging in unrestrained buying
sprees, sexual indiscretions, or foolish business investments)
Mood
Expansive
Elevated
Irritable
Inﬂated self esteem
Grandiosity
Decreased sleep
Talkative
Flight of ideas
Distractibility
Goal-directed activity
Psychomotor agitation
Inﬂated self-esteem
Pleasurable activities
Painful consequences
Racing thoughts
Pressured speech
Terms and phrases in the left column are derived from the DSM-IV criteria on the right, which form part of the facet model for ‘‘manic episode” (or ‘‘mania”).
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taking the vector average of these vectors. The resulting vectors
have been shown to be closer to the markers of the appropriate
meaning of the predicate-argument pair in a number of simula-
tions including metaphor comprehension (e.g., shark predicated
about lawyer is closer to words suggesting the predatory nature
than the ‘‘ﬁshiness” of a shark).
3.3.3. Combining facet components in semantic space
Within the semantic space, a facet can be modeled as the sub-
space of the total semantic vector space that is spanned by the
component concepts of the facet. The idea that more general con-
cepts might be modeled as the subspace spanned by vector repre-
sentations of more speciﬁc concepts is proposed by Widdows [51],
who also suggests the possibility of implementing the following
similarity measure between an individual term vector and an en-
tire subspace. Consider a general concept Z, which is composed
of two more speciﬁc concepts z1 and z2. For example, a simple fa-
cet model for ‘‘psychosis” might be composed of the term vectors
for ‘‘hallucination” and ‘‘delusion”. Z is represented by the sub-
space spanned by z1 and z2. A term vector, X, for example ‘‘schizo-
phrenia” can be compared to this subspace using the cosine of the
angle between X, the original term vector, and X^, its projection
into the subspace Z. This gives a measure of what proportion of
the original vector X is represented in the subspace Z, in the same
way as the cosine value between two individual vectors measures
what proportion of one is represented by the other. Of note, the
component vectors of the subspace consist of orthogonal unit vec-
tors: vectors of length 1 that are perpendicular to one another. This
is essential to the computation as it ensures that the length of X^ is
less than or equal to that of X. Conceptually, it ensures that mean-
ing is not represented redundantly in the facet model. Perpendicu-
lar vectors have a cosine similarity of 0: according to LSA’s
assessment of meaning, the component vectors of each facet model
have nothing in common. The orthogonalization of the various vec-
tor components is achieved with an implementation of Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, the details which can be
found in most college-level linear algebra text books (for example
Strang [53]). Widdows deﬁnes this method of combining vectors as
an equivalent of logical disjunction in semantic space [51], as any
vector that is similar to any of the component vectors of a subspace
will have a high cosine similarity with this subspace when this
method of comparison is used.3.3.4. Facet models in semantic space
The ﬁnal model of each facet, then, consists of a collection of rel-
evant concepts that have been reﬁned either by removing un-
wanted meanings using the ‘‘NOT” operator, and/or predicating
them about particular arguments in order to obtain a speciﬁc
meaning. On occasion, the vector average of a group of words
was used as an additional operator. The result of this process is a
set of manually reﬁned concept vectors for each facet model. These
are the raw components of the subspace that will represent each
facet. Each facet model was constructed from between 19 and 23
concept vectors, with the exception of the facet model for ‘‘mood
disorder” which comprises two individual facet models represent-
ing the depressive (23 concepts) and manic (19 concepts) poles of
the mood spectrum,
3.3.5. Segmentation of text into propositional units
In cognitive research into text comprehension, propositions are
considered to be the atomic unit of meaning in memory, or as Kin-
tsch puts it, the ‘‘semantic processing units of the mind” [54]. Con-
sequently, a propositional unit, consisting of an object-relation-
object triplet is a suitable unit of analysis for the comparison be-
tween human and machine facet-ﬁnding associations. The notion
of a propositional unit was introduced into the informatics litera-
ture by Patel and her colleagues [56], who used propositional anal-
ysis to study clinical decision making. The segmentation of text
into units approximating propositions in size is the ﬁrst step in
manual propositional analysis. This step involves splitting the text
into component clauses, which approximate the size of a proposi-
tional unit consisting of an object-relation-object triplet. Auto-
matic segmentation of the text into proposition-sized units was
accomplished by adapting the source-code of the Specialist lan-
guage processing system developed at the Natural Library of Med-
icine [57]. A series of rules were devised to adapt the Specialist
tools to approximate the result of the system developer’s segmen-
tation of these summaries. The rules are based on the idea that a
propositional unit consists of an object-relation-object triplet,
and operate by ‘‘growing” propositional units, adding phrases until
the system has encountered sufﬁcient objects to constitute a seg-
ment. The propositional segmentation performed by this compo-
nent of the system was evaluated against the consistency of two
researchers trained in propositional analysis with one another on
a set of two sample discharge summaries (mean word
count = 1311). Both summaries were segmented by each researcher
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ments for case 1 was 201 for case 1 and 220 for case 2. The seg-
mentation protocols were compared on the basis of the word at
which splitting of sentences occurred, using the agreement metric
(number of times split occurs at same word)/(total number of split
segments). The mean human–human agreement was 0.71, while
the mean human–computer agreement was 0.65. On the basis of
these results, it was determined that the propositional segmenta-
tion component of the system was adequate for the purposes of
this research.
3.4. Training
3.4.1. Annotation of the training and test sets
A set of 200 psychiatric discharge summaries were obtained
from a database of de-identiﬁed clinical patient records. These re-
cords described a range of psychiatric conditions, and were consid-
ered by domain experts to be typical of those encountered during
daily clinical practice. The entire training set (n = 100) was anno-
tated by the system designer, who is also a physician with psychi-
atric experience. A further 100 discharge summaries were
annotated by two psychiatrists. One of these annotators was a res-
ident in her third year, and the other is an attending psychiatrist
with several years of experience in the emergency department.
The summaries were annotated using a web interface designed
for this purpose. Summaries were segmented into propositions,
using the automated method described previously and presented
to the annotators using a password-protected online web-interface
over a secure connection within a protected network. Annotators
were instructed to notate a proposition as related to a particular fa-
cet if, in their opinion, it was highly relevant to this facet clinically.
A web interface was implemented using a Tomcat server, Java serv-
lets, and a MySQL database, allowing annotators to select one or
more ﬁnding-facet associations for each segment of text using a
mouse. Only certain sections of the summary were annotated.
These sections were selected on the basis of the research of Sharda
and his colleagues [17], who found that the ‘‘history of present ill-
ness”, ‘‘past psychiatric history” and ‘‘hospital course” were the fo-
cus of attention of expert clinicians. Consequently, the ‘‘family
history”, ‘‘past medical history”, ‘‘medical examination” and ‘‘dis-
position” sections were excluded from this analysis. When design-
ing the annotation process, we considered the methodological
option of randomizing the order of text segments such that both
the annotator and our algorithm would be forced to assess each
segment in isolation. We rejected this alternative in anticipation
of the need to evaluate certain segments in context. As it proved
possible to obtain reasonable accuracy without the system evaluat-
ing the context of each segment, this decision conferred an
advantage to the context-aware human raters when comparing
system-rater and rater–rater agreement.
3.4.2. Comparing facet models to text elements
Proposition-sized segments were compared to facet models
using the method described in Section 3.3.3. Each word in the
propositional segment was compared to the facet model. In addi-
tion, the vector average of the words in the propositional segment
was compared to the facet model. The vector average is the most
commonly used method to combine vectors in spatial models for
information retrieval, and is obtained by adding each component
vector and normalizing the length of the result. The maximum of
these scores was taken as the facet-ﬁnding association.
3.4.3. Threshold for facet-ﬁnding associations
Propositional segments were categorized as belonging to a par-
ticular facet model if their association score using the method de-
scribed in Section 3.3.2 was greater than a set of predeterminedoptimal thresholds for each facet model. The optimal threshold
was considered to be the threshold that maximized the positive
speciﬁc agreement between the system and the human annotator
of the training set. This metric was chosen because of the distribu-
tion of data in the training set, in which propositions that are anno-
tated as negative (i.e., not relevant to any facet model)
predominate. Of a sample set of 70 annotated summaries from
the training set, the average ratio of positive (for one particular fa-
cet) to negative propositions was 0.07 per facet model, with a total
ratio of positive (for any facet) to negative propositions of 0.29.
Even with a precision of 0.9, the number of propositional segments
erroneously labeled as relevant to a facet (false positives) ap-
proaches the number that are accurately extracted (true positives).
In order for the system to support expert-like comprehension,
most of the extracted information should be relevant. Conse-
quently, the positive speciﬁc agreement between the system and
the annotator of the training set was used to empirically determine
the optimal threshold values for each function. The untrained sys-
tem produced a mean positive speciﬁc agreement of 0.66 across all
facets. The optimal thresholds were high (0.7–0.9), maintaining
precision between 0.94 and 1. At these thresholds the recall of
the system across facets was between 0.46 and 0.67. As a conse-
quence of the limited size of our data set, we have used a portion
of our training set to determine these thresholds. Given a larger
data set, the ideal methodology would involve using a held-out
set of training data instead.
3.4.4. Training: motivation and underlying theory
The training mechanism we have implemented is motivated by
the Conceptual Spaces framework proposed by Peter Gardenfors
[45]. Gardenfors deﬁnes a process model for human and machine
categorization in conceptual space that is consistent with empirical
cognitive research into the nature of human categorization [45].
Speciﬁcally, this model is consistent with the inﬂuential prototype
theory of categorization proposed by Eleanor Rosch [47]. In Gar-
denfors’ model, the prototype is deﬁned as the center-point of
the smallest region of conceptual space that includes all known
category members. Newly encountered concepts can then be cate-
gorized according to their proximity to this prototypical center-
point [45], which will then shift to accommodate the new category
member, resulting in a conceptual space that is segmented by
shifting category boundaries. This model is appealing, as it ac-
counts for empirical evidence of features of human categorization,
such as prototype effects. It is well-suited to classifying input as
belonging to one of a series of related natural categories, such as
color categories.
However, the categorization of segmented propositions accord-
ing to their relationship to simulated facet models is a fundamen-
tally different task. First, propositions can be categorized as
belonging to more than one category. This categorization could
not be achieved using a single, segmented conceptual space. Sec-
ond, the facet models cover different conceptual territory to one
another. Rather than occupying a single conceptual space with
shared dimensions, the facet models more closely resemble a ser-
ies of conceptual spaces. Not belonging to one category does not
necessarily entail belonging to another. Consequently, the catego-
rization method used in this research uses a different conceptual
space for each facet model. Our training mechanism is similar to
Gardenfors’ proposal in that it also involves the computational
implementation of a model of human categorization within a con-
ceptual space. However, it is based on the exemplar model of cat-
egorization proposed by Smith and Medin [48]. The exemplar
model differs from process models based on prototype theory. In
the exemplar view concepts are deﬁned by the disjunction of a
set of exemplars, which is explicitly represented, stored and re-
quired for categorization. Accordingly, our facet models are each
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alent of logical disjunction) of a group of exemplar concepts within
semantic space. This ﬁts our purpose better than the prototype-
based model proposed by Gardenfors, because of the nature of
the categories involved, which accept a broad range of superﬁcially
unrelated concepts as members.4 The model proposed by Gardenf-
ors, in which a prototypical point in conceptual space determines
categorization may be more appropriate for natural categories such
as color and taste than the abstract categories that support clinical
decision making in psychiatry. While our implementation of the
exemplar model of categorization differs from that proposed by Gar-
denfors, it is consistent with his deﬁnition of category closure in con-
ceptual space, which is based on region connection calculus (RCC)
deﬁned by Cohn and his colleagues [49].
RCC is derived from the elementary relation C(X,Y): region X and
region Y are connected, which holds true if they overlap or ‘‘merely
touch”. This betweenness relationship can be deﬁned according to
the requirements of the space. Gardenfors formulates three criteria
for a region in conceptual space:
1. A region X is connected if every component region Y and Z
within X is connected.
2. A region X is star-shapedwith respect to a point p if for all points
P in X, every point between P and p is also within X.
3. A region X is convex if for all points P in X, every point between
any two points in X is also in X.
The property of being relevant to a facet can be deﬁned using
region connection calculus in a subspace of the total semantic
space that has as its dimensions exemplars of concepts that are rel-
evant to this facet. As described earlier, individual vectors repre-
senting text segments are compared to a subspace using their
cosine with their projection into this subspace. This projected vec-
tor can also be viewed as a point in this subspace. Only text seg-
ments with projected points falling in a particular region are
considered as relevant. This region is closed according to Gardenf-
ors’ criteria,5 and is bounded by the component vectors, a hyper-
sphere around the origin of the subspace with a radius the length
of the facet threshold, and a hypersphere around this origin with a
radius of 1.
3.4.4.1. Training: overview of implementation. The untrained sys-
tem consists of a set of ﬁve facet models, each of which is a sub-
space of the total semantic space, with a set of orthogonal axes
derived from a set of predeﬁned component concepts. An algo-
rithm was developed such that the system is able to adjust its facet
models in response to a labeled set of training data in the following
three ways: (1) relevant concepts in the training set that the sys-
tem does not recognize (false negatives) are added to the appropri-
ate facet model as new axes; (2) if an axis of a given facet model
produces a false positive, the system will where possible adjust
the orientation of this axis (and consequently the entire facet mod-
el) such that the falsely identiﬁed concept falls below the threshold
for facet-ﬁnding association, without losing an above-threshold
association between the facet and the concept-vector from which
the axis was derived; and (3) after this process, any axis that is pro-
ducing a ratio of (true positives)/(true positives + false positives)4 In fact, the example of the assessment of suicidal tendencies in psychiatry is used
by Smith and Medin in the introduction to their inﬂuential book ‘‘Categories and
Concepts” [48] to illustrate the exemplar model’s ability to capture categories that are
best represented by multiple, rather than single, descriptions.
5 This region is closed under RCC when an appropriate between-ness relationship is
deﬁned. In this case the between-ness relationship is deﬁned by the curve created as a
vector is swept across the arc between each the points being compared, rather than
by a straight line between these points.below an empirically determined threshold of 0.6 will be
discarded.
This training process can also be viewed from the perspective of
the exemplar theory of categorization, as well as from that of RCC.
Table 3 compares these perspectives.
3.4.4.2. Training: adding new concepts. As described in the previous
section, the system is able to automatically add new concepts to its
facet models in response to false negative examples. This is accom-
plished by adding as an additional axis the concept-vector derived
from the false negative example, using the term in this segment
that is most strongly associated with the facet model. Only the
component of this vector that is orthogonal to the pre-existing axes
is added. Furthermore, only concepts that have association to the
original facet above an acquisition threshold of 0.15 are added,
constraining the learning process to those concepts that exhibit
some relation to the facet models.
3.4.4.3. Training: reorientation/retraction. Wherever possible, the
system will reorient the axis closest to a false positive example
in such a way as to preserve the facet models above-threshold
association with the concept from which the original axis was
derived, while reducing the association with the false positive
example below threshold. The purpose of this phase of the train-
ing process is to preserve only those aspects of the learned con-
cept vectors that are most relevant to the true positives in the
training set, removing aspects of the learned concepts that intro-
duce false positives. Each new concept has been learned from a
false negative example—something the system initially did not
recognize as being associated to a particular facet. However,
with each newly learned concept the danger arises of falsely
associating other concepts with this facet. The reorientation pro-
cess attempts to ﬁnd an ideal concept vector that retains its
above-threshold association with the learned concept while
reducing its association with newly encountered false positive
examples below threshold. For example, during the training pro-
cess the term vector representing the word ‘‘beat”6 is added to
the facet model for violence (dangerousness to others) as shown
in Table 4.
However, the nearest neighbors of the concept ‘‘beat” in seman-
tic space are {win, hit, match, hip, hop, record, ﬁnals, lost, cham-
pion, champions, and rap}. These near neighbors represent both
the competitive (beat the opponent) and the musical (dance to
the hip-hop beat) aspects of the word ‘‘beat”. As the system has
now acquired this term vector, it has learned to associate both
rap music and competitive sport with violence. These are not en-
tirely implausible connections. However, often times the acquisi-
tion of a new concept will lead to new false positives. For the
purpose of this example, suppose that the system has encountered
the propositional segment ‘‘fell and fractured her hip”, which it
erroneously extracts as relevant to ‘‘violence” on account of the
association between hip hop and the rhythmic meaning of the
term ‘‘beat”. We wish adjust the newly learned term vector for
‘‘beat” such that (1) the musical aspect of the term is removed,
but (2) it retains its connection to the term ‘‘beat”, which is gener-
ally correctly associated with violence in the context of a psychiat-
ric discharge summary.
This adjustment is accomplished by ﬁnding the concept vector
NEW AXIS, effectively orienting the facet model for violence in
such a way that its association with ‘‘hip” falls below the threshold.6 This example reveals a limitation of LSA: the verb ‘‘beat” is evaluated indepen-
ently of the participle ‘‘up”. ‘‘Beat up” as a phrase has a speciﬁc meaning related to
iolence, and many grammar-based NLP systems are able to identify such verb + par-
ciple pairs. However, ‘‘beat” may also appear alone for example: ‘‘She beat him with
broom”.d
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Fig. 3. Effects of the learning process on accuracy measured against the training set.
Table 3
Three perspectives on the learning process
Exemplar model of
categorization
Conceptual spaces Implementation
Facet models Disjunction of a set of exemplar
concepts to form an explicit
representation of a category
A conceptual space with the exemplar concepts as
quality dimensions
A subspace of the total semantic space. The axes of
this subspace are derived from representations of a
set of exemplar terms and concepts. These are
combined using Widdows’ semantic space
equivalent of logical disjunction
Categorization of newly
encountered concepts
Any new concept with sufﬁcient
similarity to the exemplar
concepts is considered a
category member
New concepts are represented (projected) as points
in the Conceptual Space. Categories form regions in
Conceptual Space that are closed under Gardenfors’
RCC criteria. Any concept represented within this
space is a category member
The vector representation of new concepts is
projected into the facet model subspace. If the
cosine between this vector and its projection is
above the facet threshold, it is considered a
category member. If this projection is viewed as a
coordinate, category membership is deﬁned by a
closed region under Gardenfors’ RCC criteria
Training: Step 1
Acquisition of new
concepts from false
negatives
A new exemplar concept is
added to the category
representation. (‘‘A penguin is a
kind of bird”)
The region that deﬁnes category membership
expands to accommodate the new concept
A new orthonormal axis derived from the new
concept is added to the subspace, expanding the
size of the region that deﬁnes category
membership
Training: Step 2 Reﬁning
meaning of acquired
concepts to exclude
false positives
The accuracy of the
representation of an exemplar
concept is improved. (‘‘A panda
is not a penguin”)
The region that deﬁnes category membership
contracts to exclude unwanted relatives of a newly
added concept
The axis representing an exemplar concept
attracting false positives is reoriented such that the
association with these false positives falls below
the facet threshold. However, this axis is not
reoriented to the point where it can no longer be
associated with its original representation
Training: Step 3 Removing
concepts to exclude
false positives
An inaccurate exemplar is
dismissed as a category
representative. (‘‘A ﬂying
squirrel is not a bird”)
The region that deﬁnes category membership
contracts to exclude an inaccurately categorized
exemplar
The axis representing an exemplar concept
attracting false positives is removed, reducing the
size of the region that deﬁnes category
membership
Table 4
Acquisition of the concept ‘‘beat”
System output Interpretation
System output Explanation
‘‘Would beat her up but denies that she” False negative: training segment annotated as relevant to violence by annotator, but missed by system
Violence LEARNING beat Add concept ‘‘beat” to facet model for violence
0.733 –> 0.998 Consequent increase in association score between ‘‘beat” and violence
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term vector OLD AXIS that ‘‘beat” will be associated with the facet
model if encountered again in the text. The ideal vector NEW AXIS
is constructed as a linear combination of (1) the false positive term
vector ‘‘hip” and (2) a vector ‘‘beat NOT hip” constructed by making
the OLD AXIS (beat) orthogonal to the false positive term vector
(‘‘hip”) such that its association with the false positive term vector
(‘‘hip”) falls below threshold. This ideal NEW AXIS will not always
be obtained. For example, if the false positive vector exactly
matches the OLD AXIS, there will be no solution vector.
3.4.4.4. Trimming. The ﬁnal step in the learning process is designed
to reduce the number of false positive associations. For each facet
model, a record is kept of the number of true positive and false po-
sitive facet-ﬁnding associations that are attributed to each concept
vector. If at the end of a run through the entire training set, if the
ratio of (true positive)/(true positive + false positive) is less than a
threshold value of 0.6, this axis is removed.
The overall learning process can therefore be summarized as
follows: (1) voracious expansion, followed by (2) reorientation/
retraction with a ﬁnal step consisting of (3) removal of any axes
with a poor (true positive)/(true positive + false positive) ratio.
The effects of this training process on the accuracy of the sys-
tems performance against the training are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Initially, the system has high precision, but a low recall of0.66. After the ‘‘voracious expansion” phase, labeled as ‘‘learning”
in the graph, recall improves dramatically, but precision falls to
around 0.5. The retraction/reorientation phase preserves the high
recall while improving precision considerably. After the ﬁnal
‘‘trimming” phase, the original high precision is restored, while
an improved recall is retained.
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3.4.4.5.1. Stop-words. During the training process, it was noticed
that a few speciﬁc words were responsible for a substantial propor-
tion of the false positive errors. In order to prevent the system from
repeating these errors, a list of stop-words was created for each fa-
cet. A general list across of words responsible for frequently occur-
ring false positives across all facets was also extracted. This list was
extracted by having the system list every word that was responsi-
ble for more than ﬁve false-positive associations across the entire
training set, and manually reviewing this list. Additional words
that interfered with the learning process by masking the relevant
element of a given propositional segment were also included dur-
ing the process of system development. The general list contains
76 words, and includes mostly words that are generally relevant
to psychiatry and patient care, such as ‘‘psychiatrist”, ‘‘patient”,
”milligrams” and ‘‘medication”. The facet-speciﬁc lists contain be-
tween 1 and 22 words per facet. In practice, the list of stop-words
improves the ﬁt of the model to the training data by improving
precision by around 1%.
3.4.4.5.2. Permitting particular false positives. The content cov-
ered by the facets covering violence and suicide is remarkably sim-
ilar. As there are a variety of actions dangerous to both oneself and
others, the decision was taken not to alter an axis on account of
false positives where one of these facets (suicide or violence) was
activated instead of the other. As suicidal ideation is part one of
the diagnostic criteria for major depression, false positives caused
by failure of the system to distinguish between depression and sui-
cide were also not used to constrain the learning process.
3.4.4.5.3. Conceptual coherence: accounting for consistency. On
occasion, neither the most associated word nor the vector average
captures the relevance of a particular propositional segment. Rather
it is the combination of related words that determines this rele-
vance. Intuitively, a propositional segment containing several
words with close-to-threshold association should be evaluated dif-
ferently than one containing a single word only. To achieve this
goal, the score of the maximum word was augmented by 1/20th
of the score of the next highest scoring word in a proposition.
Admittedly this is a simplistic way to deal with the problem of
coherence between propositions. Amore sophisticated, experimen-
tal approach is discussed in the ﬁnal section of this manuscript.Fig. 4. Rater–rater agreement metrics.4. Results
The system was evaluated against a test set of 100 discharge
summaries, which were annotated independently by two raters,
as described above. System accuracy was evaluated against each
rater. Associating a given text segment with the same facet as a
rater was considered a true positive. Failure to do so was consid-
ered a false negative. A system-generated ﬁnding-facet association
between a text segment that a rater had not annotated as relevant
to a particular facet was considered a false positive. Agreement
with a rater that a text segment was not associated with a facet
was considered a true negative.
4.1. Analysis of the test set
4.1.1. Inter-rater reliability
The entire test set of 100 discharge summaries was annotated
independently by two raters. Inter-rater agreement was good, with
a mean kappa score of 0.8 and positive speciﬁc agreement of 0.81
across the 100 discharge summaries in the test set. The mean recall
and precision for one rater with respect to the other across all sum-
maries were 0.77 and 0.99, respectively (Fig. 4). This level of agree-
ment is much higher than that described in published studies of
inter-rater reliability amongst psychiatrists for both diagnosisand the assessment of dangerousness, suggesting that much of
the subjectivity ascribed to psychiatric assessment occurs at the
diagnostic rather than at the facet-ﬁnding level.
4.1.2. Number of segments annotated as relevant
As was the case for the training set, the number of segments
that are not annotated as relevant to a particular facet model is
far greater than the number that are. Across all facets and both
annotators, the mean percentage of segments labeled as positive
was 5.92%. Consequently, changes in precision have a far greater
effect on positive speciﬁc agreement than changes in recall. This
relationship between precision and positive speciﬁc agreement is
reﬂected in the results which follow.
4.1.3. System-rater agreement
The system performed well, with a mean system-rater recall of
0.77, precision of 0.97 and positive speciﬁc agreement of 0.71
across both raters (Fig. 5). Mean system-rater negative speciﬁc
agreement was 0.98. These values are comparable to the agree-
ment between human raters, estimated by taking one rater as
the gold standard, which were recall 0.77, precision 0.99 and posi-
tive speciﬁc agreement 0.81.
4.1.4. Evidence of system learning
4.1.4.1. Analysis of true positives. A sample of ﬁve hundred seg-
ments in which the system agreed with the ﬁrst annotator were
analyzed to determine to what extent the system’s correct annota-
tion could be explained by simple keyword matching. It was found
that 226 of these 500 segments could not be explained by simple
keyword matching, suggesting that the ability of LSA to generalize
between related words is responsible for 0.45 of true positives. One
would therefore expect the system recall to be approximately 0.36
if keyword matching alone was used. This hypothesis was tested
by running the system against the summaries annotated by the
ﬁrst annotator, using untrained facets, and raising the threshold
for association to 0.99. As LSA scores perfect matches above 0.99,
this approximates a keyword only search. Performing this run
against the dataset annotated by the ﬁrst annotator produced a re-
call of only 0.13, with a precision of 0.99 and a positive speciﬁc
agreement of 0.22. This strongly suggests that much of the sys-
tem’s recall of 0.81 (with the ﬁrst annotator as a gold standard)
Fig. 5. System-rater agreement metrics. a1 = annotator 1. a2 = annotator 2. prcs-
n = precision. +spec = positive speciﬁc agreement.
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rather than being a consequence of simple keyword matching.
4.1.4.2. Examples of learned terms and concepts. Table 5 gives ex-
cerpts from some correctly extracted propositions that demon-
strate some of the knowledge that is encoded in the trained facet
models. The items included in this table do not exactly match
any of the keywords in the original facet models. They can there-
fore be considered as evidence of the systems ability to generalize,
by recognizing underlying semantic similarity between concepts
derived from the LSA matrix and the acquisition of new concepts
from the training set.
As Table 5 illustrates, the system has learned the names of
many medications, correctly identifying the relation between
these medications and the relevant facet models. In addition, the
system has learned to correctly identify many terms and concepts
related to substance abuse. As the system is only able to acquire
concepts that already have some degree of semantic similarity to
the facet model being trained, this process of concept acquisition
is limited by LSA’s assessment of the similarity between newly
encountered concepts and each facet model. For example, the sim-
ilarity between the original (untrained) facet model for ‘‘substance
abuse” and the term ‘‘vodka” is 0.45. A review of the output of the
system during the learning process reveals that the term vodka
was acquired from the sentence ‘‘he admits to using vodka heav-
ily” (Table 6).
The system has chosen the term ‘‘vodka” from amongst the
three terms in the propositional segment ‘‘he admits to using vod-
ka heavily”, on the basis of its pre-existing association with the fa-
cet for substance abuse. Interestingly, this pre-existing similarity
(0.65) was already higher than that between vodka and the un-
trained facet model (0.45). A review of the concepts the system
had learned up to this point in the training process includes the
term ‘‘AA” (Alcoholics Anonymous”) which is related to the term
vodka with a cosine value of 0.24. The inclusion of this, and other
related concepts into the facet model was sufﬁcient to raise the fa-
cet-vodka association from 0.45 to 0.65. Several of the learned clin-
ical ﬁndings are interesting examples of the system’s ability to
recognize relevant information that requires world knowledge.For example, the segment ‘‘spending sprees” was correctly associ-
ated with the facet model for mania.
The system has also learned to recognize behaviors such as
‘‘jumping”, ‘‘cutting”, ‘‘slashing” and ‘‘scufﬂing” that are generally
dangerous when encountered in the context of a psychiatric dis-
charge summary. Of interest is the correct extraction of phrases
such as ‘‘off his roof” and ‘‘in front of trafﬁc” despite the absence
in these segments of a ‘‘dangerous” noun or action verb. In these
particular instances, the segments did not contain a concept that
was represented in the original facet model for suicide. Neither
‘‘roof” (0.27) nor ‘‘trafﬁc” (0.37) has above-threshold pre-training
associations to the facet model for suicide. The post-training asso-
ciation with the term ‘‘roof” is 0.98, as the system has learned to
associate roofs with suicidal behavior. However, while the post-
training association with ‘‘trafﬁc” (0.68) is substantially higher
than it was pre-training, it is still sub-threshold. This still does
not explain how the segment ‘‘in front of trafﬁc” was correctly
associated with suicide. A review of the instances of the term ‘‘traf-
ﬁc” and ‘‘front” in the training set reveals that the term ‘‘trafﬁc” oc-
curs only once, and was correctly identiﬁed without requiring
additional learning on account of other terms in the segment in
which it occurred. In contrast the term ‘‘front” occurs ﬁve times,
all of which are annotated by raters as relevant to suicide (‘‘in front
of the subway”, ‘‘put them (the pills) in front of her”). Conse-
quently, the trained system strongly associates the term ‘‘front”
with suicide (0.95). While on the surface this appears to be a gross
generalization, a review of the test set reveals that the term ‘‘front”
appears ten times, all of which are correctly annotated as associ-
ated with suicide. This does, however, reveal a potential weakness
of the learning mechanism: if a concept that is strongly associated
with a facet model appears in a segment, it can mask the presence
of another relevant concept.
This review of the true positive ﬁndings that do not directly
match keywords and phrases present in the original facet models
reveals examples of several mechanisms of learning. Before train-
ing, the system has knowledge of conceptual relations drawn from
the semantic space. This mechanism was evident in the correct
association between the term ‘‘persecutory” and the facet model
for psychosis. A second mechanism involves the direct acquisition
of concepts from false negatives during the training phase. This
mechanism was displayed by the acquisition of the concept
‘‘vodka”. A third mechanism facilitates an increased association be-
tween a facet model and concepts related to those that have al-
ready been directly acquired.
4.2. Error analysis
4.2.1. False positives
As the system is designed to support an interface to psychiatric
discharge summaries that enhances comprehension, an emphasis
was placed on precision. As a consequence of the relative predom-
inance of irrelevant segments, even a slight decrease in precision,
such as from 0.99 to 0.97, the rater–rater and mean system-rater
precision, respectively, has a substantial effect on the positive spe-
ciﬁc agreement. As an aid to error analysis the system maintains a
record of each false positive for each facet model, as well as main-
taining an index of the term within the propositional segment that
was most strongly associated.
Approximately one ﬁfth of all frequently occurring false posi-
tives were a consequence of annotator inconsistencies, incidents
in which a particular annotator labeled a concept as both relevant
and irrelevant to a particular facet model, when the meaning of
this concept was not context sensitive. Examples include drug
names and other concepts such as ‘‘alcohol”. For the purpose of this
evaluation both the phrases ‘‘denied recent alcohol use” and ‘‘con-
sumed copious quantities of alcohol” are relevant to the assess-
Table 5
Examples of learned terms, concepts and propositional segments
Learned concepts Signiﬁcance of learned concepts Examples of learned terms, new concepts and correctly identiﬁed propositional segments
Medications and
interventions
Correctly associated to relevant facet: anti-depressants and mood stabilizers with mood, anti-
psychotics with psychosis, and so forth
Effexor, haldol, paxil, depakote, lithium, olanzapine, ect, methadone, nardil, imipramine, naltrexone,
thorazine, desipramine, ‘‘electroconvulsive therapy”, mellaril, navane, eskalith, prolixin, trilafon,
serzone, lamictal, zyprexa, risperidone, seroquel, tegretol
Addictive
substances and
their
consequences
Correctly associated with substance abuse. The association with elevated liver enzymes, a common
consequence of alcohol abuse, is particularly interesting
Drugs, cannabis, opioid, detox, blackouts, drinking, wine, beer, polysubstance, delirium tremens, dts,
‘‘elevation in his liver enzymes”, detoxiﬁcation, vodka, aa, drunk, ‘‘the longest period of sobriety”,
‘‘drinks in binges”, ‘‘poppers”, ‘‘but claims he has been abstinent for 24 days”, ‘‘alcoholic hepatitis”,
‘‘about 1 pint of liquor”
Clinical signs and
symptoms
Correctly associated with relevant facet. Some of these examples are alternate ways of expressing
concepts in the reference model, for example ‘‘impulsive sexuality” vs. ‘‘promiscuity”, which is part of
the original facet model for mania
Persecutory thoughts, grandiosity, ‘‘spending sprees”, ‘‘impulsive sexuality”, ‘‘hyperreligious”,
hypomanic, hypomania, tearfulness, ‘‘with decrease in self esteem”, disthymia, ‘‘decreased appetite”,
‘‘magical, idiosyncratic thinking”, ‘‘coherent with occasional tangential tendencies”, ‘‘without need
for sleep”, ‘‘feelings of euphoria”, ‘‘decreased libido”, suspiciousness, helplessness, ‘‘ruminative and
alogical”, ‘‘escalating feelings of inadequacy”, ‘‘somatically preoccupied”, ‘‘frequent posturing in the
fetal position”
Dangerousness The system is able to correctly identify a broad range of dangerous content covering weapons,
emotional states and dangerous behaviors
Paranoia, rape, parole, danger, dangerousness, dangerous, harm, ‘‘jumping from the 24th ﬂoor of her
building”, ‘‘self injury behaviors”, ‘‘he cut his neck”, ‘‘jumping in front of a car”, ‘‘contract for safety”,
‘‘trying to jump out of a window”, ‘‘passive ideas of dying”, ‘‘i want to die”, ‘‘cutting his throat with a
broken bottle”,, ‘‘slashing his left wrist”, ‘‘had to ﬁght to protect himself”, ‘‘drowning himself”, ‘‘he
began to sip at chloral hydrate”, ‘‘off the george washington bridge”, ‘‘in front of a train”, ‘‘off his roof”,
‘‘in front of trafﬁc”, ‘‘scufﬂed with the shelter security”, ‘‘verbal altercation”, ‘‘verbal outbursts”, ‘‘are a
dead woman if you try to hospitalize me again”, ‘‘to choke himself to death”, ‘‘he threw himself in
front of a truck”, ‘‘cut up his leg”, ‘‘with three shots”, ‘‘outbursts of rage”
Diagnoses Facets correctly linked to their associated diagnoses Bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, schizophrenia. ‘‘major depressive disorder”
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Table 6
system output during concept acquisition
System output Interpretation
Substance LEARNING vodka: 44 The facet model for substance abuse, previously 44 vectors in size, has acquired the term/concept ‘‘vodka”
He admits to using vodka heavily The propositional segment from which this term was acquired
Vodka Word 1 in segment. Words that LSA has not represented are excluded
Heavily Word 2 in segment
45: 0.6462778221131743 –>
0.9906508409302409
The facet-ﬁnding association has changed from 0.64 to 0.99 as a result of the learning process. The facet model for substance
abuse now contains 45 vectors
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were often labeled as positive by one annotator and negative by
the other, suggesting they had simply been overlooked during
the annotation process.
Approximately two ﬁfths of the recurring false positives were
concepts that have some relation to the associated facet model,
but were not rated as relevant by human raters. In some cases,
the reason for this is clear. For example, while information related
to the management of side-effects of anti-psychotic medications is
conceptually related to psychosis, it is not highly relevant to the
assessment of psychosis. In other cases, the distinction between
relevant and irrelevant is less clear. For example, 431 ‘‘false posi-
tives” occurred as a result of the system (but not a rater) associat-
ing suicidality with depression. Suicidal ideation is one of the DSM-
IV diagnostic criteria for depression. However, as we have deﬁned a
facet related to suicidality, annotators (including the annotator of
the test set) were selective as to which information pertaining to
suicidality was annotated as relevant to the facet for depression.
Another class of recurring false positives are those that require
contextual information for their resolution. There are a number of
terms that could be related to a different facet model, depending
on the context in which they occur. Take for example the term
abuse: domestic abuse and sexual abuse fall into the content do-
main of dangerousness. Drug abuse, on the other hand, should be
extracted by the facet model for substance abuse. Another example
is the term ‘‘pcp” which can refer to the street drug Phencyclidine
or Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia. These errors could be ad-
dressed by developing a method for the contextual resolution of
ambiguous terms. A small number of concepts were consistently
and erroneously related to particular facet models. These errors
could be addressed by expanding the stop-list. Other concepts such
as ‘‘thought” and ‘‘feeling” are too general to be extracted consis-
tently without causing error. Another cause of recurring false pos-
itives was the erroneous labeling of a section heading as a ﬁnding.
This class of error could be easily addressed by reﬁning the regular
expressions used to detect section headings.
4.2.2. False negatives
The mean system-annotator recall was 0.77, which was equal to
the recall of one annotator measured against the other as a gold
standard. However, unlike human annotators the system tends to
repeat the same error consistently. An analysis of the segments
that the system failed to extract was conducted in order to identify
the causes of false negative errors. 853 false negatives were ex-
tracted from the system output when run against one of two anno-
tators. These were broken down into two groups: (1) errors in
which the segments could not be meaningfully interpreted by
the system (n = 286) including annotator errors (n = 6) and (2) er-
rors in which the system failed to make sufﬁciently strong seman-
tic associations between a facet model and some relevant content
(n = 567).
4.2.2.1. Segments that the system could not interpret. Of the false
negatives that occurred when the system was tested against an
annotator, 34% (n = 286) could either not be interpreted by the sys-tem (n = 280) or were erroneously annotated (n = 6). The most
common reason for this (n = 162) was the annotator labeling of a
segment as relevant to a facet, despite this segment not containing
any semantic content that could be meaningfully associated to this
facet. Presumably, the segments surrounding these contained con-
tent relevant to particular facet models, however when evaluated
in isolation this relevance is unclear. The surrounding segments
are likely to have been correctly extracted. The next most common
group (n = 61) were uncommon spellings of particular words, usu-
ally suggesting typographical errors. Examples include ‘‘abstience”
(abstinence), ‘‘rasparadol” (risperidol) and ‘‘help lessness” (two
words). The next most common cause of system failure to interpret
a segment was a single word: ‘‘others” (n = 35). ‘‘Others” is on the
stop-list provided by the software used to perform LSA. Conse-
quently, the word ‘‘others” is not represented as a vector in the
LSA space. During the system design phase of the project, an exper-
imental matrix that included the word ‘‘others” was constructed
using LSA. However, as this contributed little to the overall accu-
racy of the system against the test set, it was not used in the ﬁnal
evaluation phase. It is worth pointing out that although missing
segments that contain the word ‘‘others” in isolation may raise
the false negative rate, these segments will always be part of a lar-
ger context, some of which is likely to have been meaningfully
associated with dangerousness by the system.
The remaining causes of system failure to interpret particular
segments were undetected parentheses (n = 5), and abbreviations.
The parentheses ‘‘(‘‘ and ‘‘)” were not included in the regular
expression used to clean segments of punctuation before retrieving
their vector representation, consequently the system could not
interpret segments in which these parentheses were directly adja-
cent to a relevant term. This particular error could be easily ad-
dressed by adjusting our tokenization deﬁnitions. The
abbreviations (n = 15) that were not recognized include ‘‘si” for sui-
cidal ideation, ‘‘hi” for homicidal ideation, ‘‘ivda” for intravenous
drug abuse and ‘‘dt” for Delirium Tremens (although ‘‘DT’s” was
recognized). As discussed in the previous previously, the decision
was taken not to include the training summaries in the text corpus
that was used to generate the LSA matrix, as this introduced erro-
neous associations between text elements that were selectively
present in these psychiatric summaries. Including this text is likely
to have enabled the recognition of these abbreviations. As the con-
tribution of these abbreviations to the overall false negative rate is
so small, this would not be worth the sacriﬁce in precision.
4.2.2.2. Failure to extract relevant semantic content. The system
failed to extract a variety of segments related to the content do-
mains of psychosis (n = 117), mood disorder (n = 232), substance
abuse (n = 61) and dangerousness (n = 157). Some of the segments
indicating psychosis contained terms that were associated with the
facet model, but the strength of the association was sub-threshold.
For example, the terms ‘‘voodoo” and ‘‘curse” have sub-threshold
associations of 0.45 and 0.58, respectively, to the trained facet-
model for psychosis. A range of signiﬁcant terms were included
in this group, including ‘‘evil”, ‘‘devilish”, ‘‘suspicious” and perhaps
most egregiously, the term ‘‘hallucinating” which does not appear
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term ‘‘hallucination” is far more common. Consequently, while this
term has a fairly strong association (0.62) with the facet model for
psychosis, this association was insufﬁcient to meet the threshold
for extraction. While this particular error could be addressed by
word stemming, LSA alone appears to accurately associate most
semantically related morphological variants. Furthermore, in the
domain of psychiatry there are instances where word stemming
may introduce error. For example ‘‘schizotypal”, ‘‘schizophreni-
form”, ‘‘schizophrenia” and ‘‘schizoid” have similar morphemes
but different meanings in the context of psychiatry.
Other segments did not involve concepts that could be mean-
ingfully related to the facet. Rather, they involved an unusual com-
bination of apparently innocuous concepts, for example, the
segments ‘‘talking with a shoe”, ‘‘communicate with a television”,
‘‘getting special messages from the radio” and ‘‘barking”. These
segments, while in the minority, are particularly challenging to
recognize with an automated system.7 The system also fails to rec-
ognize the phrase ‘‘out to get (him or her)” as indicating paranoia, as
all of the terms in this phrase are also present on the stop-list used
when generating the LSA matrix. Consequently none of these terms
have vector representations.
By far the largest group of semantically relevant false negatives
were related to the facet model for mood disorder. A selection of
short stories was added to the training corpus in order to enable
the system to make meaningful associations related to human
emotions. However, as the quantity of factual and medical content
in the corpus far outweighs that of the content addressing emotion,
the system remains in some respects emotionally inept. This is
most vividly illustrated in the failure of the system to generate
an above-threshold association between the facet for ‘‘mood disor-
der” and the term ‘‘sad”. Instead the association between this facet,
which covers the content domain of depression, and the term ‘‘sad”
is 0.4. In contrast, the term ‘‘sadness” is strongly associated with
this facet model (0.78). The reason these two similar words have
such different associations with the facet model for depression
has to do with the vector representation of the term ‘‘sad” in the
LSA space. This space contains a considerable amount of factual
knowledge drawn from the Wikipedia. In general, this enhances
its ability to associate between concepts requiring world knowl-
edge. However in this instance, the term ‘‘sad” has become strongly
associated with Novi Sad, the second-largest city in Serbia. Conse-
quently the ﬁve nearest neighbors of the term ‘‘sad” in the LSA
space are: {serbia, montenegro, serbian. bosnia, croatia}. In con-
trast, the ﬁve nearest neighbors of sadness are: {depression, mood,
feelings, depressed, thoughts}. A substantial proportion of the false
negatives related to this facet concern three terms: ‘‘energy”, ‘‘af-
fect” and ‘‘concentration”. All of these are pertinent to the diagno-
sis of depression, however the system’s association between these
terms and the facet model for mood disorder are sub-threshold, at
0.55, 0.67 and 0.59, respectively. In psychiatry the noun ‘‘affect” re-
fers to the external, observable indicators of a patients’ mood.
However, the verb ‘‘affect” also has a general meaning, ‘‘to exert
an effect upon”. This may have had a confounding effect on the sys-
tems ability to learn, as the acquisition of this term could lead to
many false negative associations. The terms ‘‘energy” and ‘‘concen-
tration” also have well-deﬁned meanings outside psychiatry which
are reﬂected in their nearest neighbors: {heat, hydrogen, gas, fuel,
electricity} and {nazi, mg, holocaust, camps, concentrations},
respectively. During the design phase of this system, the psychiat-
ric meanings of these terms were isolated and incorporated into
the facet model for mood disorder. However, the association be-7 However, LSA has been used to identify the tangential thinking that characterizes
schizophrenia by evaluating the sentence-to-sentence coherence of psychiatric
patients’ utterances [55].tween the predominant meaning of these terms in the LSA space
and the components of their meaning pertinent to psychiatry is
insufﬁcient to generate an above-threshold association. It may be
possible to address this limitation of the system using the contex-
tual disambiguation method suggested in the ‘‘future work” sec-
tion of this manuscript. However, a more immediate solution
might be to gather a training corpus that has a better balance of
factual knowledge to knowledge of human behavior. This would
ensure that the factual meanings of words do not dominate their
emotive connotations in the LSA space.
A smaller number of false negatives were related to substance
abuse. A recurrent error involved the issue of blackouts, which
are often associated with substance abuse in the context of psy-
chiatry. The facet-ﬁnding association in this instance was 0.64,
which is high but below the threshold for extraction. In addition,
some speciﬁc substances were not detected, for example: Jack
Daniels, rum (0.38) and quaaludes (0.67). ‘‘Jack Daniels” is a com-
posite term, and consequently beyond the scope of the system to
recognize. The system also failed to recognize several instances of
prescription drug abuse, presumably because benzodiazepines,
analgesics and barbiturates are more commonly used
legitimately.
The facet models for violence and suicide cover very similar
conceptual territory. As LSA does not process grammar, it cannot
distinguish a self-directed dangerous action from one directed at
others. While the stop-list used during the creation of the LSA ma-
trix contains both the word ‘‘self” and the word ‘‘others”, the use of
an alternative matrix with vector representations of these terms
did not effectively address this issue. In order to accurately distin-
guish the object of violent behavior, some understanding of gram-
mar is required. Consequently, the bulk of the false negative errors
related to dangerousness involved the association of self-directed
actions to others and vice versa. For example, the terms ‘‘kill”,
‘‘hurt”, ‘‘harm”, ‘‘stab”, and ‘‘dangerous” were associated with the
facet model for violence, but not with the model for suicide. An-
other recurrent cause of error involved the failure to recognize
dangerous behavior directed at furniture. The action verbs used
to attack furniture include ‘‘throwing”, ‘‘banging”, ‘‘breaking”,
‘‘tearing”, and ‘‘destroying”, and are less commonly used to de-
scribe dangerous behavior directed towards humans. Agitation, a
behavioral indicator of potential dangerousness, was associated
with the facet model for mood disorder rather than dangerousness.
The system failed to recognize particular methods of attempting
suicide, such as drinking rubbing alcohol and going on hunger
strike. In addition, the system failed to recognize particular weap-
ons, including a broom, a pair of scissors, a box cutter and a razor
blade, although the facet-ﬁnding associations to razor blade was
close to the threshold at 0.69 (violence) and 0.74 (suicide). On oc-
casion the term indicating a particular tense of relevant verb would
fall just below threshold so that, for example, the system would
correctly recognize ‘‘ﬁght” but not ‘‘ﬁghting”. The fact that many
of these terms fall just below the threshold for extraction suggests
that lowering the threshold for association would enhance system
performance if precision were preserved, for example by incorpo-
rating a method that facilitates contextual resolution of irrelevant
associations.
This analysis of errors made by the system suggests that system
performance could be improved by including more content
describing human behavior and emotions in the training corpus,
incorporating a method to facilitate contextual disambiguation,
and combining this approach with a grammar-based method to en-
able the system to recognize the subject and object of particular
actions. However, the grammar-based method used would most
likely need to be tailored to psychiatric narrative in order to obtain
reasonable accuracy. Clinicians tend to disregard the rules of Eng-
lish grammar, and in our experience Part of Speech Taggers trained
8 Caspar and his colleagues implement LSA as a neural network, as proposed by
Landauer [23].
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narrative.
5. Implications
While conscious, effortful, rational thinking undoubtedly plays
a role in decision making at the expert level, expertise research
from a number of domains suggests that a deﬁning characteristic
of expert performance is enhanced perception [8]. The starting
point for the research presented in this manuscript is the notion
that comprehension is the analogue of perception in verbal do-
mains. Both expert perception and expert comprehension are sup-
ported by the recognition of meaningful patterns, facilitating the
rapid intuitive responses to complex problems that separate expert
from novice. However, as perception is an unconscious process, it
falls outside the scope of what is usually considered as expert sys-
tems research. The think-aloud protocol has been employed in
expertise research because experts are often unaware of the
thought process that supports their decision making [58].
Consequently neither expert perception nor comprehension can
be modeled using the usual tools of expert systems design, such as
inference rules derived from the knowledge base of experts. None-
theless, enhanced perception characterizes expert thinking, and
the range of potential applications for a system that can simulate
the expert eye is broad.
The approximation of aspects of expert comprehension can sup-
port the design of a system that provides intelligent guidance by
illuminating the aspects of the clinical narrative that are most per-
tinent to diagnostic decision making. The usefulness of this system
will increase as the volume of narrative text that could guide deci-
sion making increases. As many psychiatric conditions are chronic,
narrative text data accumulates over a patient’s lifetime. These
data are frequently stored electronically. However, in a busy psy-
chiatric emergency department clinicians do not have the time to
review a chronic patient’s entire history exhaustively. An interface
to a psychiatric discharge summary that is able to intelligently ex-
tract those elements of these extensive narratives that are most
pertinent to clinical decision making would allow busy clinicians
access to critical historical information that might otherwise have
gone unnoticed.
Consumer search for health-care information is a prototypical
example of a situation in which information is being sought with
little prior knowledge to guide the search. Using human-main-
tained indexes to guide navigation of this information is impracti-
cal because of the rate of proliferation of online content.
Furthermore, information seekers may be medically naive, and un-
likely to express their information queries in the domain-speciﬁc
language that is required to map to a taxonomy of medical entities
representing the precisely deﬁned concepts of trained clinicians.
The technology described in this manuscript could be adapted
to web searching. The required vector calculations are computa-
tionally inexpensive. Also, it is probable that large commercial
search engines already employ LSI [59]. If this is the case, the only
additional work required would be the generation of simulated ex-
pert knowledge structures, and the presentation of a search inter-
face that links user queries to these knowledge structures.
At their present stage of development spatial representational
models have two signiﬁcant limitations. First, they lack the preci-
sion required to support the symbolic computations that underlie
many decision support systems. A second related limitation is that
the LSA does not deﬁne the types of relations it learns, limiting the
usefulness of these relations as a basis for rule-based reasoning.
Researchers are currently working to address these limitations by
developing a system of formal logic that is derived from quantum
logic and operates at the sub-symbolic, conceptual level [50,57]. At
present, however, the primary advantages of spatial models ofmeaning are their ability to connect different representations of
similar concepts, and operate on unstructured text. One implica-
tion of these strengths is that spatial representations could play a
prominent role in supporting knowledge discovery in the biomed-
ical literature. Bruza presents a compelling argument to this effect
by simulating information scientist Don Swanson’s chance discov-
ery of the therapeutic beneﬁts of ﬁsh oil as a treatment for Ray-
naud’s phenomenon using a semantic space model [60,61].
Another implication of these strengths is that spatial models may
be the preferred representational model in applications where lan-
guage is unlikely to be tightly constrained. As shown by the lan-
guage use of non-expert psychiatrists, trainees within a specialty
take time to learn the language of their sub-domain. Walter Kin-
tsch has proposed the use of LSA to machine-grade clinical case
summaries written by medical students [62], a model for intelli-
gent tutoring that has been successfully implemented in the con-
text of psychotherapy case assessment. The model involves
comparing trainees’ written case assessments of patients to those
of experts, providing feedback in real-time regarding amount of
content related to particular aspects of the case as determined by
LSA-derived8 estimates of similarity. The research presented in this
manuscript suggests that this model could be enhanced by incorpo-
rating simulated expert knowledge structures. Given that trainees
have difﬁculty recognizing sub-diagnostic facet-level hypotheses,
the possibility arises of designing an intelligent tutoring system spe-
ciﬁcally to promote the development of this perceptual aspect of
expertise. This system would not require trainees to use precise do-
main-speciﬁc language, as it would be able to map between general
language and specialized knowledge structures. The system could
give feedback as to how much of the trainees’ case assessment
was related to particular facets, relative to an expert assessment,
or a series of assessments by experts with different perspectives.
6. Limitations and future work
The system described in this manuscript recognizes meaningful
ﬁnding-facet connections, attaining levels of agreement with hu-
man raters that is comparable to the agreement between human
raters and one another. There are several interesting directions
for future work. The ﬁrst is the question of context. Given that
LSA is able to model larger units than individual words, or propo-
sitional units, it is probable that the accuracy of this system could
be improved by modeling sentences, paragraphs, and perhaps en-
tire summaries. These larger structures could be used to disambig-
uate ﬁnding-facet associations at the propositional level. This
system was developed in order to meet the practical need of devel-
oping a system with sufﬁcient precision to support a user interface
and avoid ﬂooding the user with false positives. In doing so, how-
ever, the system deviates from the model of cognition on which it
is based. The construction–integration model was developed in re-
sponse to empirical evidence that human comprehension is neither
precise nor tidy, and it allows for the generation and subsequent
resolution of ‘‘false positive” links that are contextually inappropri-
ate. Spatial representations are inherently less precise than sym-
bolic representational models. This precision can be adjusted by
setting high thresholds for association. However, by combining
spatial representations with a disambiguation algorithm, it may
be possible to capitalize on the representational breadth of spatial
models without sacriﬁcing precision. Initial exploratory work sug-
gests that simulating the spreading activation process that consti-
tutes the integration phase of the construction-integration process
effectively deactivates contextually inappropriate associations.
1086 T. Cohen et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 41 (2008) 1070–1087As it does not take into account grammatical structure, LSA is
unable to distinguish between the subject and object of particular
actions. This is important, for example, in the assessment of dan-
gerousness where the same action may be directed at the patients
own self, or at others. Furthermore, some grammatically based lan-
guage processing is required to recognized negation, as in the
phrase ‘‘no history of suicidal ideation”. A range of robust parsers
exist for predicate-argument structure. These include Minipar
[63], Charniak [64], and the CASS parser [65]. Incorporating an
accurate parser into the system could support recognition of the
object of particular actions, for example to allow the system to dis-
tinguish between self-directed dangerous behavior and violent ac-
tions towards others. In addition, the combination of a parser with
the predication algorithm may lead to a more meaningful geomet-
ric model of short sentences than the more commonly used vector
average of words. Pattern-based algorithms to recognize negation,
such as Chapman’s NEGEX [66], could also be incorporated to im-
prove system performance.
Unlike most work in text categorization, our system draws upon
a fund of semantic knowledge obtained from a large corpus of
unannotated text that is isolated from the test and training set.
This additional semantic knowledge could potentially form part
of a feature vector for a machine learning classiﬁer. We have con-
ducted some exploratory work exploring the use a Support Vector
Machine as an alternative to our learning algorithm. While our ini-
tial results were not particularly promising, this avenue is by no
means closed. It is possible that the addition semantic knowledge
derived from distributional statistics could enhance the perfor-
mance of machine learning classiﬁers in a range of applications.
The system described in this manuscript has been adapted to
extract concepts relevant to clinical decision making from across
an entire collection of discharge summaries related to one patient,
and present this information in an easily accessible form to support
clinical decision making by enhancing the clinical comprehension
of trainees. However without an empirical evaluation of this inter-
face the assertion that it will have this effect remains speculative. A
cognitive evaluation of the effects of this interface would support
the hypothesis that this system does indeed augment non-expert
clinical comprehension.
7. Summary and conclusion
This manuscript documents the design and evaluation of an
automated system that simulates the process of facet construction
from narrative text. This system employs LSA, a co-occurrence
based statistical model of meaning. LSA9 is well-established as an
information retrieval method [67], and has been proposed as a cog-
nitive theory of human knowledge acquisition [42]. It has also been
shown to more closely approximate human assessment of similarity
between SNOMED-CT concept pairs than ontology-derived estimates
of semantic similarity [40]. It has also been applied to a range of
problems in the bioinformatics domain, including gene clustering
based on the medical literature [68] and characterization of protein
secondary structure [69] using an ‘‘amino acid sequences as words”
analogy. However, vector representations of meaning have not been
widely employed in biomedical informatics. We are unaware of any
research applying the method to information extraction from clinical
narrative. This is understandable given the relatively constrained
nature of most clinical narrative, sub-language based approaches
seem better suited to clinical narrative that does not involve psychi-
atry or psychotherapy. Nevertheless, there are many emerging chal-
lenges in biomedical informatics that are well-suited to the LSA9 LSA is commonly referred to as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) in the context of
information retrieval.approach. These include the discovery of new knowledge in the rap-
idly expanding medical literature and the emerging domain of con-
sumer health information retrieval. The formal evaluation of this
method’s performance in one context will support its application
in others.
From a cognitive perspective, this manuscript documents the
design and evaluation of a simulation of aspects of expert compre-
hension based on empirical cognitive research. In the evaluation of
this system, system-rater and rater–rater agreement were compa-
rable, supporting the hypothesis that some of the cognitive work of
expert comprehension can be redistributed from human to com-
puter. This approximation of expert comprehension could support
the design of a decision support system that compensates for the
inability of less experienced clinicians to selectively extracts the
aspects of a clinical narrative that are most pertinent to diagnostic
decision making. Furthermore, a system that is able to perform this
task could be incorporated into an intelligent tutoring system that
is able to provide meaningful feedback based on the comprehen-
siveness of written case reports provided by trainees in response
to clinical cases.
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